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Abstract
In this paper, we present two metaheuristic evolutionary algorithms-based approaches to position the customer order

decoupling point (CODP) in smart mass customization (SMC). SMC tries to autonomously mass customize and produce

products per customer needs in Industry 4.0. SMC shown here is from the perspective of arriving at a CODP during

manufacturing process flow designs meant for fast moving and complex product variants. Learning generally needs several

repetitive cycles to break the complexity barrier. We make use of fruit fly and particle swarm optimization (PSO)

evolutionary algorithms with the help of MATLAB programming to constantly search better fitting consecutive process

modules in manufacturing chain. CODP is optimized by increasing modularity and reducing complexity through evolu-

tionary concept. Learning-based PSO iterations are performed. The methods shown here are recommended for process flow

design in a learning-oriented supply chain organization which can involve in-house and outsourced manufacturing steps.

Finally, a complexity reduction model is presented which can aid in deploying this concept in design of supply chain and

manufacturing flows.

Keywords Customer order decoupling point (CODP) � Smart mass customization (SMC) � Evolutionary algorithm (EA) �
Optimization � Process flow design � Learning

1 Introduction

Today’s fast-moving world needs manufacturing and sup-

ply chains to be smart with capabilities for quick learning

and reconfiguration of process flows. Slow in-house evo-

lution of technical knowhow could mean lost opportunities

in a rapidly changing market. Rapid improvements in

customer order decoupling point (CODP) positioning

would mean quicker standardization and maturity of

designed process flows. CODP is the point in the manu-

facturing process flow which differentiates the standardized

production flow from the customized production flows.

This would constantly simplify the process for fulfillment

of customer needs in a much faster and effective manner

without compromising the customization requirements.

This paper proposes smart deployment of best fit oppor-

tunities in manufacturing process flow design by selecting

solutions from a wider set of choices (both external and

internal). Best fit opportunities mean easier access to create

new custom products without having to start from the

concept stage, by exploiting existing modular sub-assem-

blies which are readily available. And is particularly suited

for designing process flow for complex and custom prod-

ucts in smart manufacturing. We also demonstrate some

learning models and complexity reduction methods in the

end of the paper to facilitate this.

Smart manufacturing or Industry 4.0 is an emerging

trend making use of Internet of Things (IoT), cloud-based

systems, big data analytics, artificial intelligence-based
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analytics, machine learning, additive manufacturing and

digitalization [1–3]. Hajrizi [4] proposed the usage of

modeling, simulation and optimization in Industry 4.0 for

multi-objective problem solving and capacity building.

Zhang et al. [5] highlighted SMC as a futuristic baseline for

successful deployment of smart manufacturing.

Lehmhus et al. [6] discussed about increasing smartness

in manufacturing by making use of the cloud-based design

and sensor integrated intelligence, with IoT and additive

manufacturing. Suginouchi et al. [7] illustrated a co-cre-

ative manufacturing system for SMC using smart factory

operation method. They proposed an Industrial Internet

Consortium for autonomous negotiation mechanism.

Smart mass customization (SMC) is defined as autono-

mous mass customization and manufacture of products per

customer needs in Industry 4.0. Positioning of CODP is

important in SMC because it enables the manufacturing

system to autonomously design and control manufacturing

process flow. Our paper mentions the optimization of

CODP position and process flow design through evolu-

tionary algorithms (EA) by smartly joining the best fit steps

from in-house and/or external sources, using modularity

concept. This is aimed at breaking the complexity barrier in

a faster and efficient manner. We explain the EA problem

and its solution embedded in a smart manufacturing envi-

ronment by providing a framework.

In few next paragraphs, we summarize various defini-

tions of customer order decoupling point (CODP), fol-

lowed by the same for EAs, provided by earlier

researchers. Daaboul and Da Cunha [8] defined customer

order decoupling point (CODP) as a step in product man-

ufacturing flow which differentiates basic and additional

steps that derive new variants in mass customization (MC).

They also mention it as the point which splits the overall

production line into the build to stock left side portion and

the build to order right side portion.

Fogliatto et al. [9] explained CODP as a point which

helps manufacturability in MC through postponement of

customization. They mentioned it as a point in the

upstream of the value chain which gets controlled through

modularity, while the downstream being the portion that is

customer input based. This helps in efficient order fulfil-

ment by increasing predictability in the supply chain while

retaining some control on the customer-driven or custom

needs.

Genetic algorithms (GA) are evolution-based EA tech-

niques which perform empirical search optimization as

defined by McCall [10]. McCall [10] mentioned that GA

are easy to implement in a variety of techniques due to

their modular nature. This property of the GA is exploited

in our paper to optimize the CODP position by reducing

complexity while increasing modularity of the manufac-

turing process flow. CODP position is determined in the

manufacturing process flow through optimization which is

achieved with the iterations in the population involved and

the fitness function which is made use of. However, we

make use of metaheuristic EA techniques, namely fruit fly

(FF) and particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithms, to

reduce the time lag of process design by selection of closest

solution during the process development. It is different

from conventional cross-over chromosomal evolution used

in GA method and uses a direct best fit search instead. The

EA algorithms used here target and select entities in the

supply chain to evolve the best feasible manufacturing

process flow. Moving CODP towards right on a process

line improves process standardization and execution in the

left side of the line. Moving CODP towards the left helps

supports flexibility. Hence modularity-based opportunities

are deployed to mature the processes and improve stan-

dardization while leaving some optimum space based on

the flexibility required to break the complexity barrier.

The modular steps in manufacturing process flow could

be internal or external. When the internal manufacturing

processes are mature, the process may be designed exclu-

sively with in-house processing steps. However, when a

firm that leads in a certain manufacturing domain is weaker

in certain additional processes required to fulfil newer and

complex customer needs, external supplier(s) could be

involved. This is a general phenomenon observed during

technology advancements and at the arrival of next level of

superior product variants. Outsourcing may be allowed

intentionally too at times, to reduce the management

overhead or cost, even while internal processes exist.

Supplier selection is the process of matching a supplier

based on performance attributes such as cost, quality,

delivery, response, and other services [11].

The next section includes a detailed literature review on

CODP and tries to connect EA and SMC. This is followed

by problem description and methodology section where we

explain the problem statement, modeling assumptions and

MATLAB coding for FF- and PSO-based CODP opti-

mization. In the Results and discussion section, we explain

the results of optimization achieved through FF and PSO

algorithms performed through separate treatments. We

studied some learning models and tried to connect the

impact of the same to the optimization. We then explain a

few conceptual models for modularity search and com-

plexity reduction, which are smart enabled. The models are

based on IoT and cloud-based systems for helping in

combining internal and external steps for creation of

manufacturing process flows. Lastly, we provide conclu-

sion and directions for future research.
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2 Literature review

In this section, we summarize the previous research com-

bining CODP, Smart Industry 4.0 and EA-based opti-

mization, respectively. We try to connect these three

concepts to benefit manufacturing process flow design for

SMC. We follow a chronological order while explaining

the past research for each of the three areas starting with

CODP, followed by EA, and finally Smart manufacturing

related to this paper.

Active research on push pull production systems began

in the 1980s; however, the term CODP was first seen in the

research published by Giesberts and Van der Tang [12].

They provided a formal definition on CODP and explained

it as the position between the forecast-driven and customer

order-driven portion of manufacturing process chain.

Rudberg and Wikner [13] dealt deeper into CODP research

by exploring various combinations of engineering and

production strategies to provide typologies of CODP for

different mass customization (MC) environments. Ethiraj

and Levinthal [14] introduced modularity concepts for

innovation in managing complex systems, through simu-

lation. Wikner and Rudberg [15] explained engineering and

production perspective of CODP in a two-dimensional

approach.

Wikner and Wong [16] explored different entities in

postponement strategy that map with cases encountered in

real-world manufacturing problems. Xu [17] analyzed

positioning of CODP from the perspectives of market,

product, and production. Hua et al. [18] proposed a

MATLAB-based CODP positioning method with the lead

time constraint and capacity constraint, with cost mini-

mization objective. Luo et al. [19] showed optimal CODP

positioning by considering product functionality, lead time

and cost through information entropy and ideal point

determination.

Liu et al. [20] discussed about positioning of CODP in

leagile supply chain using polychromatic set theory. Ge

et al. [21] explained CODP positioning in optimizing the

overall cost of supply chain. Ge et al. [21] created separate

MATLAB-based models to minimize cost in supply chain

while optimizing the CODP using case and simulation data,

with constrained lead time, value, productivity and

logistics.

Brun and Zorzini [22] evaluated customization strate-

gies through modularity by analyzing complexity of pro-

cess and product. They coined a term called information

decoupling point. Daaboul et al. [23] suggested value

network modeling for positioning CODP-based on its

overall generated value on a given MC manufacturing

system. Olhager [24] explained CODP’s role in supply

chain management for upstream and downstream portions

to suit supply chain requirements. DaCunha et al. [25]

provided methodology for matching modules developed by

suppliers using evaluation criteria to select appropriate fit

into the product design cycle. McIntosh et al. [26] proposed

that late customization and product differentiation are

advantageous in achieving MC with emphasized individ-

uality. They studied the applicability and standardization of

this concept from food industry perspective.

Buffington [27] introduced a concept of generative mass

customization in mass markets which supports the MC

paradigm because of many options available in the creative

choice space. Qin [28] proposed for moving some portions

of customization from in-house assembly line to distribu-

tion center managed by third party. Xu and Liang [29]

analyzed positioning of CODP from the perspectives of

market, product, resource and production using extension

superiority evaluation.

Bask et al. [30] provided an outline for modularity and

customization by varying modularity for customer service

functions. Elmaraghy et al. [31] expressed complexity of

MC in terms of the product and manufacturing process

needs and recommended for flexibility through innovative

collaboration. Jeong [32] built a model to find optimum

position for CODP while minimizing cost of deviating

from inventory and throughput targets. Buffington [27]

explained generative customization by combination of

basic designs provided by suppliers which can be combined

into customized product through the modularity concept.

Lin et al. [33] discussed about hybrid push–pull pro-

duction system in MC using planning model of the push–

pull production with a single-CODP mass customization

system and extended it to model is extended to the multi-

CODP mass customization production system. Medini

et al. [34] explained CODP positioning for different cus-

tomization levels by explaining key enablers to sustain

production depending on planned objectives. Kim and Kim

[35] explained positioning of CODP in a semiconductor

supply chain under demand and lead time uncertainty.

Mehrsai et al. [36] explained the use of modularity in

structure, cloud computing, and make-to-upgrade cus-

tomization concept to integrate supply sources. Agrawal

et al. [37] proposed a hybrid model to make use of mod-

ularity that helps in mass customization while also reduc-

ing the negative effects of lost sales due to stoppage of

using custom designs.

Sjøbakk et al. [38] explained different production situ-

ations for CODP in decision making for automation robot

purchase. Daaboul and Da Cunha [8] proposed to split

product attributes into standardized and customizable por-

tions. They studied product differentiation, value and

CODP.

Wikner [39] explained decoupling zone to improve

continuity in changing decoupling points triggered due to
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mixed ingredients and assorted property requirements of

end products. Wikner [40] explained eight supply chain

strategies in which CODP was explained as a postpone-

ment strategy in conjunction with customization and out-

sourcing but didn’t explain any implementation mechanism

for the same.

Ngniatedema et al. [41] explained a delayed product

differentiation model for raw material supply is matched

with uncertain demand where supplier lead time is a con-

straint. Ridwan et al. [42] explained a CODP positioning-

based simulation for performance improvement in mass

customization for make to order furniture making com-

pany. Keddis et al. [43] explained that decoupling can be

done on the different types of workflows.

Shahin et al. [44] explained a data envelopment analy-

sis-based method to find CODP position for a lean cum

agile supply chain. They mentioned that decoupling point

position and lean-to agile distance can determine the

selection between lean versus agile strategy. Yao and Xu

[45] studied making of dynamic decisions for mass cus-

tomization and performed sensitivity analysis with CODP

as one of the important factors.

Cannas et al. [46] explored decoupling configurations

for speculative machine manufacturing in engineer to order

environment using four categories, namely special, custom,

standard-custom and modular.

Tookanlou and Wong [47] explained vertical product

differentiation enabled customization with lead time versus

customization as conflicting objectives.

Figure 1 illustrates the evolution of CODP over the

years through past 4 decades from its inception to the

current state of mass customization. There is no present

research about adding smartness into CODP, though we are

into the era of Industry 4.0. We intend to fill that gap

through this research paper.

We propose to exploit CODP at the horizontal as well as

vertical product differentiation levels to enable growth of

firms which are agile in nature by using the EA technique

with leverage of internal as well as external expertise (in-

house cum outsource supported manufacturing chain) using

smart manufacturing, in process flow design as explained

above. CODP studies using smart driven and EA-driven

approaches are limited as shown below with very few

papers that were found.

Zheng et al. [48] proposed a fruit fly algorithm-based

optimization for semiconductor final test scheduling. They

identified a few parameters and tested them using Taguchi-

based design of experiments. Zheng and Wang [49] studied

a two-stage adaptive fruit fly optimization algorithm for

unrelated parallel machine scheduling problem with addi-

tional resource constraints. They made use of the initial

results as an initial swarm center for subsequent evolution

and made use of ANOVA for validation. Yusof and Deris

[50] created machine constraint-based GAs for machine

requirement of semiconductor assembly industry while

minimizing cost and risk. Pan [51] provided several sim-

plified models of fruit fly optimization problem which are

easy to adopt into individual research areas. Ma and Zhang

[52] provided genetic algorithm (GA)-based solution for

computer aided process planning (CAPP).

Saldivar et al. [53] used clustering in genetic algorithm

by identifying patterns in various areas of the supply chain

to make smart customization affordable for industry 4.0.

Suginouchi et al. [7] mentioned CPLEX simulation-based

method for solving scheduling issues using combinatorial

Fig. 1 Evolution of CODP research into Smart Mass Customization
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auction concept, for smart factories which are linked

through the industrial internet consortia.

Zhang et al. [5] proposed big data-driven smart cus-

tomization model which collects data from various sources

to take decision on product customization. Zhang et al. [54]

showed a cloud-based manufacturing paradigm with

ubiquitous robots for product customization through 3D

printing but is not about process step selection though it is a

related topic.

Wan et al. [55] demonstrated a cognitive learning-driven

model through IoT and big data which helps to design

industrial equipment intelligently. This model was pro-

posed to aid designers in decision making and analyzing

processes while performing equipment designs.

Table 1 chronologically summarizes the converging

literature which tries to link the CODP, EA and Industry

4.0 for smart mass customization. CODP and EA started

off as separate research areas at separate points in time but

eventually get connected in the current decade through

Industry 4.0, which is a relatively newer research area.

3 Problem description and methodology

For developing and manufacturing new products, Industry

4.0 requires autonomous manufacturing process flow

design. Planning this process flow design is essential for

smart mass customization with true fulfillment of customer

needs autonomously. Industry 4.0 should be agile enough

to identify and create new opportunities. There is a con-

stant evolution of new opportunities as processes and

products mature. MC generally is defined to have limited

boundary of options but as part of smart mass customiza-

tion, the independent achievements in diverse areas can be

brought together by making use of modularity, to expand

the scope and develop new applications. Brun and Zorzini

[22] mentioned about modularity which can be helped to

interface independent systems.

As part of this constant evolution, yesterday’s advance

features (which were reserved to only custom or elite

variants) are part of today’s standard features in any

product. Example is infotainment which was once part of

the full end versions of cars but nowadays is getting into

low end versions too. Similarly, today’s advancements will

become part of standard equipment in future, while future

technology adds new advancements into elite or custom

products of tomorrow. This leads to CODP’s evolution and

its shift from left side (upstream side) to rightwards (to

downstream side). With new features gradually becoming

part of standard equipment, the CODP or point of differ-

entiation shifts rightwards as the earlier product differen-

tiating (or product customization) steps now become part

of the standard process flow and shift to the left side of the

CODP.

Hence it is important to correctly position the CODP in

autonomous smart mass customization. This will help in

better material planning, layout modification and cost

control. There are numerous methods used to determine

and optimize CODP as explained in our literature review.

We have made use of two types of genetic algorithms,

namely fruit fly optimization and particle swarm opti-

mization. The primary reseason for selecting these methods

is their direct applicability in solution search across a large

solution space with flexibility to choose from available

modular options that can help the best fit approach. This

helps in lowering time to market and easier customization

that opens up diverse opportunities for mass customization

smartly. We made use of the FF method for easier expla-

nation of the concept and then made use of the same in

PSO method which can help in more complex problem

solving. These methods are selected preferably over other

methods due to their higher efficiency, better granularity of

search and relative simplicity.

In this section, we begin with defining of the problem

which describes the background of problem creation and

shows different problem designs. We select a specific

problem type from it which is explained in the problem

statement. Further, we explain and demonstrate the FF and

PSO methods including detailed assumptions, explanations

and simulated values to solve it. MATLAB Online R2020b

was used to run the codes on a computer system with Intel�

CoreTM i5-6300 U CPU having dual-core processor with

clock speed of 2.4 GHz and 16 GB of RAM. We describe

the solution with the deployed MATLAB codes and results.

We first explain the FF algorithm-based optimization to

locate CODP position, followed by the same using PSO

algorithm and then compare the results.

3.1 Defining the problem

Product lines with common process flow may have one

CODP but diversified businesses with multiple vertical and

horizontal product differentiations may require maintaining

multiple CODPs. The latter is shown in Fig. 2. In this

paper, we consider the simplistic portion of the same which

is unidimensional and single product line based. This is

highlighted with the dotted portion in Fig. 2. Process flow

design for this portion in SMC would need sourcing of best

fit modules that can be assembled together for getting final

product. For this product line, one or more major specifi-

cations of the module can be decided in terms of size,

geometry, material, color, reliability, fit, functionality, etc.,

that can be used as matching criteria in real-world for doing

the search of the best fit. We make use of two algorithms

here to solve the problem, namely FF and PSO. The reason
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Table 1 Chronology of converging literature

Research

area

Year Authors Focus area

Industry

4.0

2016 Hajrizi Digitalization, big data, complex models, simulation, online control, multicriteria optimization,

knowledge and capacity

2016 Lehmhus Cloud-based design and sensor integrated intelligence, with IoT and additive manufacturing

2017 Suginouchi, Kokuryo

and Kaihara

Co-creative manufacturing system, SMC, smart factory linking, industrial internet consortium,

autonomous negotiation, CPLEX simulation, scheduling, combinatorial auction concept

2018 Mittal et al. IoT, cloud, AI, big data, ML, digitization, AM, analytics

2019 Frank, Dalenogare and

Ayala

Smart manufacturing, smart products, smart supply chain and smart working, IoT, cloud

services, big data, analytics, digitalization

2019 Alcácer and Machado IoT, cloud services, big data, analytics, digitalization

2019a Zhang et al. Cloud-based manufacturing, ubiquitous robots, 3D printing

2019b Zhang et al. Smart mass customization (SMC), big data

CODP 1992 Giesberts and Van der

Tang

Position between the forecast-driven and customer order-driven portion of manufacturing

process chain

2004 Rudberg and Wikner Combinations of engineering and production strategies, typologies of CODP for different mass

customization (MC) environments

2004 Ethiraj and Levinthal Modularity concepts for innovation in managing complex systems, simulation

2005 Wikner and Rudberg Engineering and production perspectives of CODP, two-dimensional approach

2007 Wikner and Wong Mapped entities of postponement strategy to real-world manufacturing problems

2007 Xu Positioning of CODP from the perspectives of market, product, and production

2007 Hua, Li and Lun MATLAB-based CODP positioning with lead time constraint, capacity constraint and cost

minimization objective

2008 Luo, Han and Zhou Optimal CODP positioning by considering product functionality, lead time and cost through

information entropy and ideal point

2009 Wang, Chang and Wang Matching suppliers based on performance attributes like cost, quality, delivery, response, and

other services

2009 Liu et al. Positioning of CODP in leagile supply chain using polychromatic set theory

2009 Ge et al. CODP positioning to optimizing the overall cost of supply chain using MATLAB simulation,

constraint in lead time, value, productivity and logistics

2009 Brun and Zorzini Evaluation of customization strategies through modularity by analyzing complexity of process

and product. Coined a term called information decoupling point

2010 Daaboul, Laroche and

Bernard

Value network modeling for positioning CODP-based on its overall generated value on a given

MC manufacturing system

2010 Olhager CODP role in supply chain management for upstream and downstream portions to suit supply

chain requirements

2010 DaCunha, Agard and

Kusiak

Matching modules developed by suppliers using evaluation criteria to select appropriate fit into

the product design cycle

2010 McIntosh et al. Late customization, product differentiation, individuality

2011 Buffington Generative mass customization in mass markets, basic designs from suppliers combined into

customized product through the modularity concept

2011 Qin Moving some portions of customization from in-house assembly line to distribution center

managed by third party

2011 Bask et al. Outlined modularity and customization by varying modularity for customer service functions.

2011 Xu and Liang Positioning of CODP from the perspectives of market, product, resource and production using

extension superiority evaluation

2011 Jeong Model to find optimum position for CODP while minimizing cost of deviating from inventory

and throughput targets

2012 Fogliatto, Da Silveira

and Borenstein

Postponement of customization, Modularity in upstream, Customer input in downstream

2012 Lin, Shi, and Wang Hybrid push-pull production system for single-CODP mass customization system and multi-

CODP mass customization production system

2012 Medini, Da Cunha and

Bernard

CODP positioning for different customization levels by with key enablers to sustain production

for planned objectives
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for choosing FF and PSO here is their relatively simpler

possibilities in application into generic problem solving

with fast computing and near optimal results that can be

generated on commonly available computing platform as

explained above. FF technique is used to address simpler

modularity search problems, while the PSO technique is

used for addressing slightly more complex applications

which involve multiple search criteria for matching mod-

ularity needs. Although we begin with unidimensional

portion in a two-dimensional search space for FF algo-

rithm, in the later stage (in Sect. 4) we use PSO algorithm

in a ten-dimensional search space with the aim to target

multiple characteristics and to standardize or unify multiple

CODPs to a possible extent. The models developed and

shown here are generic and for demonstration purposes.

These can be deployed suitably in the real-world scenarios

based on actual product and process flow design needs.

Table 1 (continued)

Research

area

Year Authors Focus area

2012 Kim and Kim Positioning of CODP in a semiconductor supply chain under demand and lead time uncertainty

2013 Mehrsai, Karimi and

Thoben

Modularity in structure, cloud computing, and make-to-upgrade customization concept to

integrate supply sources

2013 Agrawal et al. Hybrid model to make use of modularity in mass customization with reducing effects of lost

sales

2014 Daaboul and Da Cunha Product manufacturing flow, differentiate basic and additional steps to derive new MC variants

2014 Sjøbakk, Thomassen and

Alfnes

CODP decision making for automation robot purchase

2014 Daaboul and Da Cunha Split product attributes into standardized and customizable portions, product differentiation,

value and CODP

2014a Wikner Decoupling zone to improve continuity in changing decoupling points for mixed ingredients and

assorted requirements

2014b Wikner Eight supply chain strategies with CODP postponement in conjunction with customization and

outsourcing

2014 Ngniatedema, Fono,

Mbondo

Delayed product differentiation model, uncertain demand, constraint supplier lead time

2015 Ridwan, Purnomo and

Sufa

CODP positioning simulation for performance improvement in mass customization in make to

order production

2015 Keddis et al. Decoupling with different types of workflows

2016 Shahin et al. Data envelopment analysis to find CODP position in lean cum agile supply chain

2018 Yao and Xu Dynamic decisions for mass customization and performed sensitivity analysis with CODP factor

2019 Cannas et al. Decoupling configurations for speculative machine manufacturing in engineer to order

environment

2019 Tookanlou and Wong Vertical product differentiation enabled customization with lead time versus customization as

conflicting objectives

EA 2005 McCall Evolution-based empirical search optimization techniques

2009 Yusof and Deris Machine constraint-based GAs for machine requirement of semiconductor assembly industry

while minimizing cost and risk

2012 Ma and Zhang Genetic algorithm (GA)-based solution for computer aided process planning (CAPP)

2014 Zheng, Wang and Wang Fruit fly algorithm-based optimization for semiconductor final test scheduling, Taguchi-based

design of experiments

2014 Pan Simplified models of adoptable fruit fly optimization problem

2016 Zheng and Wang Two-stage adaptive fruit fly optimization algorithm for unrelated parallel machine scheduling

problem with resource constraints, ANOVA

2016 Saldivar et al. Clustering in GA, Identifications of patterns in areas of the supply chain, affordable Smart

Customization for industry 4.0
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3.2 Problem statement

The problem statement is to locate the most suitable (best

fit) CODP position in the unidimensional manufacturing

process flow design. The objective is to optimize the results

with highest possible standardization in processes without

compromising the customization capability of the manu-

facturing chain. Higher standardization is meant to reduce

complexity and improve efficiency of manufacturing chain.

This is suggested to be achieved without reducing the

options for fulfillment of customer choices.

The objective is to break the complexity barrier in

manufacturing by an increase in modularity.

Complexity reduction can help in simplified process

flow, which in turn improves machine efficiency [56].

James and Mondal [56] ranked complexity as the 2nd

highest influencing parameter that reduces machine effi-

ciency in mass customization.

The modularity is maximized here by fruit fly’s smell-

based search algorithm. Higher smell concentration due to

existence of food drives the foraging behavior of droso-

phila (fruit fly), per Pan [51]. In this paper, smell concen-

tration is assumed analogous to availability of next

modular manufacturing step which could be in-house or

externally sourced while designing a manufacturing pro-

cess chain. The CODP position is determined with the best

fit point which balances between the modularity and cus-

tomization. This concept is applicable to the overall supply

chain design too in addition to manufacturing process flow

design.

3.3 Fruit fly model assumptions

We assumed manufacturing process chain with an

upstream (left-hand side) versus downstream (right-hand

side) with CODP position (represented by CODP(i)), which

needs to be located somewhere in between. This position of

CODP is intended to be optimized by maximizing modu-

larity and minimizing complexity, while retaining the

customization capability.

A longer upstream section compared to downstream

section would mean most of the chain has a common

process flow. This requires greater modularity and high

standardization. It would mean high manufacturing effi-

ciency as majority of the processes would be generic.

However, this would be with a lesser scope of customiza-

tion in the downstream as most of the product’s processing

is completed in the generic upstream section itself. Con-

ventional mass customization (MC) is characterized by a

bounded space (limited space) and is analogous to this

scenario.

In the opposite scenario, a shorter upstream portion

would limit the standardization, while the longer down-

stream would have more options and space for cus-

tomization. In other words, more options of flexibility

would exist within the manufacturing chain. But it may

come with a higher risk of investment and need for added

custom sub-processes. This can make it less efficient from

manufacturing perspective as compared to the scenario

explained in the previous paragraph. This issue can be

helped by SMC because outsourcing or finding alternate

options internally through smart enabled planning can

mitigate such risks.

Fig. 2 Multiple CODPs due to

vertical and horizontal variant

portfolios
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The modularity parameter ‘Modularity(i)’ considered

here is analogous to smell parameter which influences fruit

fly’s foraging behavior. Like the fruit fly’s movement

towards source of greater smell, the algorithm searches

better source of finding a best fit module for next manu-

facturing step in the chain. The goal here is to lessen the

effort in designing and executing the manufacturing pro-

cess steps by smart enabled algorithm through IoT. Wire-

less fidelity (WIFI) and IoT enabled inputs to the Internet

can help in selecting the best fit modular steps until the

optimum CODP position is achieved. In-house sources

(internal) or well-established vendors (external) could be

chosen as the best fit selection depending on the manu-

facturing step.

The distance parameter ‘D(i)’ represents the distance

from initialized arbitrary position to the next step which is

slightly better in terms of modularity. The iteration is

repeated until the best fit modular step is located (internally

or externally). We however, in this paper, don’t identify

internal or external in the coding. We recommend using it

Fig. 3 Fruit fly algorithm-based modularity maximization
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in application so that the optimization achieved is at a

global optimum. It could be a modular production part

which is directly outsourced from a supplier, or sourced

internally through internal search within the organization’s

own factory(s). Separate qualification processes may be

needed for matching the specifications (like materials,

dimensions, properties, etc.) to select such product part or

process modules in the real-world. We shall explain the

same in later sections. Smell concentration increases with

inversely with distance traveled nearer to the food source.

Similarly, in this algorithm, modularity increases with

closeness to the new modular part or process that is

sourced.

Distance ¼ p
X ið Þ2þY ið Þ2

� �
ð1Þ

Extended downstream means more new processes on top of

existing standard processes so that more customization

features could be added. Higher customization can lead to

high complexity. We manage it with the complexity

parameter. Complexity parameter termed simply as ‘com-

plexity’ here is initially set at an absolute value or number.

In our simulation, we assumed complexity = 5. The

assigned number for complexity is based on the difficulty

level which is driven by higher number of customized

product features or the technological barrier which

increases the effort of manufacturing execution.

CODP is initialized at inverse of initial distance

parameter-based position.

CODP ið Þ ¼ 1=D ið Þ ð2Þ

With each increment of the distance flown by the fruit fly

principle, the CODP shifts to the right side of the process

chain. The CODP keeps shifting till the manufacturing

process and CODP position are optimized. The loop in the

MATLAB program helps in finding optima within the local

population. Local population size is defined as ‘Numpop’

was set as 15. The maximum iterations allowed is repre-

sented with ‘Itmax’, which were set as 1000. At 100, the

final optimum wasn’t achieved, hence we set it at 1000.

The ‘Itmax’ allows the algorithm to search in other popu-

lations also, to arrive at global optimum.

Fitness function which is used here is,

Modularity ið Þ ¼ complexity� CODP ið Þ ð3Þ

Table 2 Parameters for FF runs

EA category Problem type Parameters used Iterations Search space Figures Matlab code

Fruit fly

optimization

Modularity maximization Complexity = nd

Distance

\ 10,000 Two

dimensions

3 Appendix 1

CODP optimization and

modularity maximization

Complexity = 5 \ 1000 Two

dimensions

23 Appendix 2

CODP optimization Complexity = 1

Complexity = 10

\ 1000 Appendix 2 refer note and put

complexity = 1, 10

*nd not defined

Fig. 4 Modularity maximization

Fig. 5 Fruit fly coordinates
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The assumption used is the complexity reduces and mod-

ularity achieves maximum possible value. This happens

while CODP shifts rightwards on the process chain,

depending on the modular processes sourced. Increase in

modularity causes the CODP to shift towards right to

improve standardization.

The model and parameter assumptions for different

scenarios of FF runs performed are summarized in Table 2.

The flowcharts and descriptions of the same are explained

in next section.

Fig. 6 Fruit fly algorithm-based CODP optimization
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3.4 Fruit fly program code and experimental run

In this section, we show the flowcharts used for modularity

maximization and CODP optimization based on fruit fly

algorithm. The problem definition, parameters and model

assumptions have been explained in above section. The

MATLAB codes for this were prepared by modifying the

framework from Pan [51] and are shown in Appendices 1

and 2 in Supplementary Information for modularity maxi-

mization and CODP optimization, respectively. Initially,

we performed modularity maximization as explained in

Fig. 3. There was no reference complexity value set here,

and the evolution of modularity is based on number of

iterations followed. Figures 4 and 5 illustrate the results of

the same.

Appendix 2 in Supplementary Information shows the

program code for CODP optimization. The MATLAB code

shown in Appendix 2 in Supplementary Information is for

Fig. 7 Modularity maximization for treatment 1

Fig. 8 CODP optimum for treatment 1

Fig. 9 Fruit fly route for treatment 1

Fig. 10 CODP optimum for treatment 3

Fig. 11 Fruit fly route for treatment 3
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treatment 1 which was done for complexity equal to 5.

Graphs were generated based on the same. Figure 6 shows

the flowchart of this algorithm.

Figures 7, 8 and 9 show results for treatment 1 as shown

below. The approximate optimum is achieved between

800th and 900th iteration but value improved further, as we

ran the code for 1000 iterations.

Since complexity set at 5, modularity tries to reach 5

also towards end of process maturity which means CODP

shifted towards right-hand side and left-hand side distance

(upstream distance) is maximized, while right-hand side

distance (downstream distance) is minimum. This denotes

high standardization and efficient customization, as the

process matures towards end of the optimization cycle. In

the real manufacturing world, once the complexity barrier

is broken, the processes mature overtime. This helps for

targeting next level of complexity and to produce the next

generation of products by production companies. This

Fig. 12 PSO algorithm with modularity maximization
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leads to evolution of better featured products over a given

span of time.

We performed treatment 2 with this algorithm by

assuming complexity equal to 1. The results of that looked

almost the same (similar to Figs. 8, 9). Next, we performed

treatment 3 with this algorithm by assuming complexity

equal to 10. The results looked similar like treatments 1

and 2. Here complexity is 10, so modularity tries to catch

up with it based on smell concentration which is closeness

to CODP or similarity or fitness. In the end, it maximized

the modularity to a value closer to 10 (= 9.999) while

optimizing CODP to 0.001. This is shown in Figs. 10 and

11.

Table 3 Parameters for PSO runs

EA category Problem type Parameters used Iterations Search space Figures Matlab code

Particle swarm

optimization

Modularity maximization Complexity = nd

wdamp = 0.98;

a = 0.1; b = 0.2

40 Ten

dimensions

12 Appendix 3

Complexity = nd

wdamp = 0.97;

a = 0.2; b = 0.5

40

CODP optimization and modularity

maximization

Complexity = 100,000

wdamp = 0.98;

a = 0.3; b = 0.6;

\ 70 Ten

dimensions

15 Appendix 4

CODP and modularity optimum with learning

function log(x2)
Complexity = 100,000

wdamp = 0.98;

a = 0.6; b = 0.8;

\ 100 Ten

dimensions

19, 23 Appendices

5, 6

CODP and modularity optimum with learning

function = 1þ log 2 xð Þð Þ
Complexity = 100,000

wdamp = 0.98;

a = 0.6; b = 0.8;

\ 100 Ten

dimensions

19, 23 Appendices

5, 6

CODP and modularity optimum with Wright’s

learning function = 10,000 ? log2(x)
Complexity = 100,000

wdamp = 0.98;

a = 0.6; b = 0.8

100 Ten

dimensions

23 Appendix 7

CODP and modularity optimum with Wright’s

learning function = 2900þ 50 � log2 xð Þ
Complexity = 100,000

wdamp = 0.98;

a = 0.4; b = 0.6

\ 50 Ten

dimensions

23 Appendix 8

*nd not defined

Fig. 13 Modularity optimum for PSO model—treatment 1 Fig. 14 Modularity optimum for PSO model—treatment 2
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3.5 PSO model assumptions

Particle swarm optimization-based EA run is explained in

this section with the objective to optimize CODP by

maximizing modularity. This is done with the assumption

that higher modularity can break complexity barrier of

manufacturing for evolving SMC systems. We initially

present treatments 1 and 2 just to maximize modularity

without optimization of CODP, to focus on modularity.

Later, in treatment 3 we illustrate and explain CODP

optimization through a modified MATLAB code. In

treatments 1 and 2, the modularity isn’t limited with any

upper complexity bound unlike the FF model. The benefit

of this model is that modularity keeps evolving with higher

Fig. 15 PSO algorithm with modularity maximization and CODP positioning
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values of maximized modularity, to evolve into higher

levels of evolution. This is explained later with its real-

world applications. FF algorithm was used by us to explain

the complexity simplified in one dimension, but in PSO the

coding has been performed for multi-dimensional match of

product and process modules. In treatment 3, we placed an

upper bound for complexity and optimized CODP while

maximizing modularity. In this code, we find that higher

levels and values of complexity can be simulated to opti-

mize the CODP which could be closer to real-world

manufacturing problems like semiconductor and

automobiles.

In the PSO model, we define a ten-dimensional search

space. This space is created to represent the set of all

solutions offered globally which includes internal and

outsourcing process options, while designing the manu-

facturing chain. This search space created for each

dimension can be used to represent various parameters like

fit in various axes, functions, features, sizes, aesthetics,

material compositions, etc., while selecting a module that

fits into a final product.

The modularity function operates here with a modularity

value by summing the different attributes in each dimen-

sion. Coding was done by us for the PSO algorithm with

reference from Heris [57]. The particle is initialized with

empty position, zero velocity, empty modularity, a personal

best, and a social best. Particle’s position is filled by using

uniform random function. The velocity vector and the

comparative drive to reach best modular position between

oneself and the swarm members help the PSO algorithm to

achieve the optimum position which represents the global

best modularity.

A damping factor ‘wdamp’ of 0.98 is used by us. An

inertia coefficient ‘w’ = 1 is used. Self-acceleration coef-

ficient ‘a’ is set at 0.1. Global acceleration coefficient ‘b’ is

set at 0.2. We set 25 iterations in internal program loop

(swarm size represented by the variable ‘sizePop’ here) and

45 overall iterations (represented the variable by ‘Itmax’

here). Well within 40 overall iterations, the PSO program

maximized the modularity function. The code used is

mentioned below.

Various scenarios of PSO runs are explained in the next

section. The model and parameter assumptions used for

performing those runs are summarized in Table 3.

3.6 PSO algorithm code and experimental run

For PSO, we make use of a different set of assumptions and

treatments compared to FF run, Code used for treatment 1,

2 and 3 here are explained below. It is to be noted that the

treatments 1, 2 and 3 mentioned for PSO runs here are

entirely different and not to be confused with the experi-

ments in FF runs.

A function tab is used to define modularity function

called modularity(x), which is a summation function of all

attributes pertaining to modularity, which needs to be

searched against the multidimensional search space.

Modularity function is defined here using z = modular-

ity(x), where z = sum(x) and is saved as a function in

MATLAB. Main code is written in the second tab as shown

below. The attributes of the modules in the search space are

arranged in a 1 9 10 matrix with values ranging from 1 to

10 represented by ‘VaMin’ and ‘VaMax,’ respectively. The

remaining assumptions and variables are already explained

in the previous section.

Figure 12 shows the algorithm for modularity maxi-

mization. Appendix 3 in Supplementary Information shows

the MATLAB code for this.

In this run, the modularity got maximized at a score of

197.74. The graph which shows maximization of best

Fig. 16 Modularity optimum for PSO model—treatment 3

Fig. 17 CODP optimum for PSO model—treatment 3
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modularity variable is plotted against the iterations in

Fig. 13.

Within about 100 iterations (Itmax value = 100), the

optimum solution was arrived for the modularity function.

The values achieved for the modularity value differed in

different treatments and runs. Hence, a sensitivity analysis

was performed to check the influence of parameters on the

results of the maximized (best modularity) parameter. So,

further treatments were performed with varied values of the

‘a’ and ‘b’ values. An observation made was that the social

(global) acceleration coefficient has higher influence in

magnifying the modularity maxima than self-acceleration

coefficient. It was found that upper bound of the result can

be limited mainly based on the VaMin to VaMax range

selected, acceleration coefficient values selected and with

the self-acceleration coefficient to a certain extent.

As explained in the previous paragraph, with changes in

parameter inputs, we were able to maximize value of

modularity function. Figure 14 shows modularity function

maximized at close near to value between 900 and 1000.

Figure 16 shows the modularity maximized at near to a

value of 10,000 in next paragraphs.

In treatment 3, we slightly modified the code and added an

upper bound for complexity to optimize the CODP. We find

that this model is applicable for highly complex products and

processes because this model has the flexibility to accom-

modate multidimensional attributes in the module search for

SMC. Complexity value used here is 100,000.

Table 4 Summary of run time and results for FF runs

EA category Problem type Figure numbers Average

run time

Output Results Matlab code

Fruit fly

optimization

Modularity

maximization

3, 4, 5 539.86 s Max modularity = 445 Modularity maximized

unconstrained,

increases depending

on number of

iterations

Appendix 1

CODP

optimization

and

Modularity

maximization

6, 7, 8, 9 5.598 s CODP = 0.01@complexity

of 5

Modularity nears

complexity, CODP

optimized with

reference to the set

complexity value

Appendix 2

CODP

optimization

10, 11 0.177 s CODP = 0.001@complexity

of 1,

CODP = 0.01@complexity

of 10

CODP optimized with

reference to the set

complexity value

Appendix 2 refer

note and put

complexity = 1,

10

Fig. 18 Evolution of CODP by

vertical and horizontal

integration
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The modified main code (second tab) for CODP opti-

mization (treatment 3) is shown below. The first tab is the

same as used in treatments 1 and 2.

Figure 15 shows the algorithm for modularity maxi-

mization cum CODP optimization. Appendix 4 in Sup-

plementary Information shows the MATLAB code for this.

The results are plotted in Figs. 16 and 17.

4 Results and discussion

As explained in Sect. 3, we successfully modeled the

problem. We then coded the two EA methods using

MATLAB to simulate and generate results.

4.1 Results of FF optimization run

The FF algorithm was focused on fruit fly foraging

behavior to maximize modularity by flying longer dis-

tances to source the best suited module for a manufacturing

chain design. The module was assumed to be a process or a

part of the MC product. Figure 4 shows the results of

modularity maximization for the coordinates achieved by

the FF run shown in Fig. 5. In this run, we did 10,000

iterations for higher modularity achievement and the run

time was 539.86 s with maximum modularity of 445.

Reduced iteration of 1000 produced smaller modularity

value of 43.82 in run time of 5.19 s.

The complexity value was set to aid as a reference for

the modularity improvements to be made (refer to Fig. 7

for modularity maximization) with each iteration, to arrive

at the CODP. The result of CODP optimization through

modularity maximization is plotted in Fig. 8 and the fruit

fly route plotted in Fig. 9. We did sensitivity analysis with

various changes in iterations and complexity values, but the

results were found similar as shown in Figs. 10 and 11. The

modularity gets maximized to a value closer to the com-

plexity value which was assumed at the initialization of the

algorithm. We made use of different values like 5 (treat-

ment 1), 1 (treatment 2) and 10 (treatment 3) to set a ref-

erence value for the product cum process complexity.

These values could be appropriately selected to suit the

real-world requirements. The process for deploying this is

summarized in Sects. 3.3 and 3.4.

In treatment 1, CODP got optimized at a modularity

value of 0.01. This needs to be visualized as a manufac-

turing process flow line with a scale defined based on

complexity. With higher modularity achieved after many

iterations, the CODP shifts towards downstream creating a

standardized and mature process. For all the three treat-

ments, the CODP reaches towards [ 99% of complexity

value. As the position of the FF gets closer to (700, 700) (as

shown in the X–Y axis plot), with about 800 iterations, the

optima got achieved for all the three treatments.

In Treatment 1, (Complexity = 5), CODPbest was at

Max(Modularity) which equaled 4.990.

Xaxis = 699.4717.

Yaxis = 690.9756.

In Treatment 2, (Complexity = 1), CODPbest was at

Max(Modularity) of 0.9990.

In Treatment 3, (Complexity = 10), CODPbest was at

Max(Modularity) of 9.990.

Table 4 shows the average run times and results for the FF

run scenarios explained above and helps to make their

comparisons. It also shows the respective output values

obtained for experimental runs of the parameter inputs

shown in Table 2.

4.2 Results of PSO optimization run

The same concept was then deployed into PSO-based

optimization first by maximizing modularity in the code for

treatments 1 and 2.

In Treatment 1, we had following parameter values

assumed.

wdamp = 0.98; (dampening factor).

a = 0.1; (self-acceleration coefficient).

b = 0.2; (global acceleration coefficient).

Run results of treatment 1 start from best modular-

ity = 68.7232 in iteration 1 to = 197.7457 in iteration 40.

Modularity was maximized to 197.7457 after 40 itera-

tions (refer to Fig. 13).

In Treatment 2, we had following parameter values

assumed.

wdamp = 0.97; (dampening factor).

a = 0.2; (self-acceleration coefficient).

b = 0.5; (global acceleration coefficient).

Modularity was maximized to 912.0715 after 40 itera-

tions (refer to Fig. 14).

Since we didn’t limit the upper bound of the modularity

in treatments 1 and 2, the modularity value showed evo-

lution into higher values depending on the values of self-

acceleration, the social acceleration coefficient in the

swarm, and the variable sizes used in the search space as

explained earlier. This code can be used where modularity

can be higher, for highly complex products. One of the

practical examples of this application is Moore’s law which

stated that the number of transistors in a chip doubles in a

short period of a few years [58]. This illustrates the evo-

lution of modularity as more complex product require-

ments come up in time. Figures 13 and 14 illustrate the

maximization of modularity. Real-world scenarios exist
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where semiconductor companies eventually integrated

more modules and functions into single chip, thus reducing

the overall components in a mother printer circuit board of

any product. Thus, treatments 1 and 2 attempt to simulate

the real-world scenario, which involves evolution of CODP

through absorbing of vertical and horizontal CODP chains

into a single unified CODP, as shown in Fig. 18. The

different nodes are different CODPs, i.e. CODP2,3,4,5…
which get moved inwards and get consolidated into

CODP1 which is the unified CODP.

Hence, Fig. 18 represents evolution of CODP by verti-

cal and horizontal integration due to process maturity over

a span of time and learning cycles. Schuh et al. [59]

Fig. 19 PSO algorithm with fast learning, modularity maximization and CODP positioning
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explained vertical and horizontal integration in new soft-

ware product development.

In Treatment 3, we had following parameter values

assumed.

Complexity = 100,000.

wdamp = 0.98; (dampening factor).

a = 0.3; (self-acceleration coefficient).

b = 0.6; (global acceleration coefficient).

Modularity was maximized to 18,910.699 and CODP

optimized to 81,089.3 after 70 iterations (refer to Figs. 16,

17, respectively).

In treatment 3, we set an upper bound using complexity

value, controlled values of variables VaMin, VaMax, acceler-

ation coefficients a and b. We optimized CODP after maxi-

mizing modularity and reducing the complexity (like in FF

run), as shown in Fig. 16. Sensitivity analysis showed that the

swarm’s global acceleration coefficient has high influence on

maximizing modularity. In real-world sourcing problems,

higher collaboration and search in a larger space could yield

the best fit results is the interpretation for this phenomenon.

Self-acceleration coefficient and range of VaMin and VaMax

variables selected can also impact significantly in improving

modularity. Hence depending on the required complexity of

product or process design, suitable search spaces and search

criteria can be set to achieve optimized results.

4.3 Incorporation of learning functions
into optimization

In this subsection, we factor a learning lag into the mod-

ularity function during PSO run. This is because any

arbitrary module selection through universal source will

involve learning and qualifications. Complexity of a step

level advancement in technology is high or beyond reach

due to knowledge barrier, time and cost. So, complexity

barrier can also be linked to the cost of learning. However,

since we perform the PSO optimization using quantified

features which are looked up from search matrices of

supplier’s offering, we assume learning as a delay in

picking up and matching some features in achieving

modularity instead of the cost in this iteration.

Learning can act as an important factor in complexity

reduction by lowering the engineering hours needed, to

speed up production. This can reduce the value of

numerator in the complexity expression of Willner et al.

[60], which typically focuses on higher denominator of

pieces produced or demand, for complexity reduction.

However, a lag or delay in learning can slow this process.

We make use of a planned learning function and an actual

learning measurement. The planned learning lag is used as

follows to modify the modularity function. The new

modularity function is defined as

Fig. 20 Modularity maximization (fast learning)

Fig. 21 CODP optimum (fast learning)

Fig. 22 Learning achieved (fast learning)
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z ¼ sum x� log xð Þ^2
� �

ð4Þ

We also add an actual measurement of learning achieved

post-optimization,

Learning ¼ Complexity/ Complexity � BestModularityð Þ
ð5Þ

We name this iteration as treatment 4. We assume a

learning associated delay in achieving modularity, a gap

which means an absolute fit of module isn’t necessarily

possible and syncing up of two different organizations or

types of processes needs a qualification and aligning

fitness.

Following lines are added and the code is modified.

Actuals-based learning is used to modify the inertia

coefficient.

Learning ¼ BestModularity itð Þ= Complexity � BestModularity itð Þð Þ;
ð6Þ

w ¼ w � wdamp � learning; ð7Þ

Figure 19 shows the algorithm for modularity maximiza-

tion with learning lag. The learning function log xð Þ^2 used

here gives fast learning compared to other learning func-

tions which follow in this paper. Appendix 5 in Supple-

mentary Information shows the MATLAB code for this

algorithm.

Results showed that addition of the learning function

doesn’t necessarily slow down the optimization. The higher

value of modularity achieved is dependent on the VaMax

limit and accordingly helps the CODP to shift closer to

upstream of the process flow. Initial learning lag too

doesn’t have any significant effect as eventually the search

evolves and improves modularity.

Table 5 Summary of run time and results for PSO runs

EA category Problem type Figure numbers Average

run time

Output Results Matlab code

Particle

swarm

optimization

Modularity maximization 12, 13 0.413 s Max

modularity = 68.72

Modularity

maximizes

depending on ‘a’

value, ‘b’ value

and variable

sizes defined in

search space

Appendix 3

14 0.395 s Max

modularity = 912.07

CODP optimization and

modularity maximization

15, 16, 17 1.600 s Max

modularity = 18,910.6

CODP = 81,089.3

Modularity nears

complexity,

CODP

optimized with

reference to the

set complexity

value

Appendix 4

CODP and modularity optimum

with learning function log(x2)
19, 20, 21, 22,

23

0.947 s Max

modularity = 37,952.1

CODP = 62,047.1

Actual learning = 0.611

Modularity

maximizes and

CODP

optimizes with

fast learning

Appendices

5, 6

CODP and modularity optimum

with learning

function = 1þ log2 xð Þð Þ

Similar output

as Figs. 19,

20, 21, 22 and

23

0.989 s Max

modularity = 39,266.8

CODP = 60,733.2

Actual learning = 0.646

Modularity

maximizes and

CODP

optimizes with

fast learning

Appendices

5, 6

CODP and modularity optimum

with Wright’s learning

function = 10,000 ? log2(x)

23, 24, 25, 26 1.091 s Max modularity = 0

CODP = 0

Actual learning = 0

Nil optimization

of CODP and

modularity,

Zero learning

Appendix 7

CODP and modularity optimum

with Wright’s learning

function = 2900þ 50 � log2 xð Þ

23, 26, 27, 28 1.735 s Max modularity = 980

CODP = 99,020

Actual learning * 0.1

Optimization of

CODP and

maximization

modularity with

steady learning

progress

Appendix 8
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From iteration 43, Best Modularity = 37,952.1121 and

continues at same optimized value till iteration 100.

Learning (actual learning achieved) = 0.6117.

Sensitivity analysis showed that planned learning

z = sum(x – log(x2)) doesn’t have significant impact on

lowering speed or efficiency of learning. Also, actual

learning varied from 0.056 to 1.0032 didn’t have any sig-

nificant impact. This is because VaMax, a, b, w, wdamp have

higher impact due to the global availability of faster

solutions by the search compared to the slower learning

process.

Lu et al. [61] studied various models for incorporating

learning effect like Anderson and Parker’s model, and Gu

Fig. 23 PSO algorithm with Log Z = p ? q * log Y learning, modularity maximization and CODP positioning
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and Takahashi’s model with respect to buying decisions of

components, learning curves comprehending complexity,

etc. They concluded that Wright’s function (published in

1936) for learning continues to be excellent for forecasting

the processes of future.

The function is

Log Z ¼ pþ q � log Y ð8Þ

We adopted this relationship in our Eq. (8) by adopting

suitable values of p, q and Y. Figure 23 demonstrates the

algorithm which deploys this learning function. Firstly, we

made use of 1þ log 2 xð Þð Þ, then 10,000 ? log 2(x) and

lastly 2900þ 50 � log 2 xð Þ, which are explained with their

MATLAB programs (in Appendices 6, 7 and 8 in Sup-

plementary Information, respectively), and respective

results. These learning functions use logarithmic relation

with base 2. The results of using 1þ log 2 xð Þð Þ as the

Fig. 25 Zero optimization of CODP (zero learning)

Fig. 28 CODP optima with learning lag (medium learning)

Fig. 26 Negligible optimization of modularity (zero learning)Fig. 24 Learning results (zero learning)

Fig. 27 Modularity maximized with learning lag (medium learning)
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learning function were like the results of the fast learning

iteration performed with that using the learning function

log x^2ð Þ.
The learning function 10,000 ? log2(x) simulates the

worst case of learning (zero learning) (refer to Figs. 24,

25). The learning function 2900þ 50 � log 2 xð Þ shows the
catching up type of learning (medium learning) (refer to

Figs. 26, 27, 28) with desirable results. This is applicable

for slower learning projects unlike the previous fast

learning functions log x^2ð Þ and 1þ log 2 xð Þð Þ, which are

explained earlier in Figs. 20, 21 and 22.

Further, we identified that a limit of

Z = 10,000 ? log2(x) gave a high learning lag with no

learning progress. Figures 24, 25 and 26 show that learning

is zero with no increase of modularity in the results, and

zero optimization of CODP.

Finally, we found a variant of Wright’s learning func-

tion for increase delay of optimization after trial and error.

Further to that, the simulation changed from \ 10 itera-

tions, to 30 iterations for achieving CODP optimization.

Table 5 shows the average run times and results for PSO

run scenarios explained above and helps to make their

comparisons. It also shows the respective output values

obtained for experimental runs of the parameter inputs

shown in Table 3.

Yusof and Deris [50] made use of conventional GA

technique for cost and risk minimization for machine

constraint ‘‘environment. According to them, the conven-

tional GA technique depends on mutation which causes

creation of some infeasible chromosomes that makes

computation slow unless we eliminate those. This elimi-

nation reduces the opportunities of solution sets and may

not be applicable for the best fit approach used by us as part

of modularity matching. Borna and Khezri [62] created a

heuristic algorithm by combining crossover operator of GA

into PSO for traveling salesman problem. Sharma and

Singhal [63] tested a hybrid GA-PSO algorithm on five test

functions by feeding the results of the GA algorithm into

PSO algorithm input. They mentioned that this hybrid

method helps to overcome the limitations of both individ-

ual methods for different population sizes. The population

size used by them is 30 which is significantly small com-

pared to the population size used in the algorithms here as

the objective here is to do best fit search from larger

population.

Gen et al. [64] focused on hybrid evolutionary algo-

rithms and multi-objective hybrid genetic algorithms for

solving multi-objective optimization problem in the area of

scheduling. They target a computation time of \ 3 min.

These methods are not studied for their application into

CODP optimization and need to be explored further. As

mentioned, the application of algorithms as explained in

this paper uses complementary objectives of modularity

maximization and CODP optimization and we get output

within a few seconds. Our FF runs had \ 6 s run time,

while PSO runs had\ 2 s run time. The only exception to

this is the case of 10,000 iterations used in FF technique for

maximizing modularity which took 539.86 s but reduced to

5.19 s when iterations were limited to 1000.

Module outsourcing can include outsourcing additive

manufacturing facility or 3D printing also who already

have technology to use the new material in the printing.

The basic concept and results are similar in the FF and

PSO algorithms used here. The FF code is easier to

understand, while the PSO is more adapted to real-world

sourcing problems and production process chain design.

The salient feature of PSO is that we were able to model

multi-dimensional search space and calculate aggregate

modularity score using summation, to make comparison

between required specifications and available modules

searched. The codes shown are flexible to adapt into dif-

ferent real-world situations.

These codes can be incorporated into SMC through qual

module illustrated in Fig. 31 after breaking the complexity

into modular form as shown in Fig. 30. This is explained in

the next section.

5 Models for modularity search
and complexity reduction

A new complex requirement from customer may trigger

several other complexities throughout the supply chain

which can impact the manufacturing machine setups,

staffing, programs, locations and the process flows. In this

section, we explain a few steps for connecting the earlier

Fig. 29 Learning value * 0.1 (medium learning)
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explained EA techniques to the real-world problems

encountered in process design.

5.1 Splitting internal and external complexities

To reduce the time to market and to gain the competitive

advantage of a novel customer need, it is recommended to

divide product or process complexity by splitting into

internal and external complexities. This is represented by

the left side of Fig. 30. The next step to be followed is to

break the internal and/or external complexity clearly into

different independent manufacturable or sourceable mod-

ules. These modules should then be addressed through

internal departments or cross functional teams which can

recommend to outsource some of the low risk but high time

consuming activities. Such outsourcing can be through

qualification of external supply chains by signing suit-

able agreements or licensing to avoid breach of novelty. It

is recommended to outsource the external complexities to

outside organizations from the market, which have exper-

tized in dealing with those. As explained above, the social

or global acceleration coefficient value is high in such

cases and can aid in achieving higher value of modularity

with ease.

If a direct fit isn’t available in the global search space,

then the closest fit source can be identified and qualified for

external or internal complexity reduction. Our paper

mentions the optimization of CODP position and process

flow design using genetic algorithm by smartly joining the

best fit steps from in-house and/or external sources.

Practical examples of sourced modularity are mentioned

here. Versions of ARM� cortex belonging to ARM Hold-

ings (a semiconductor company) are incorporated and

programmed by other semiconductor companies in their

design and manufacturing, for achieving complexity

reduction [65]. ARM licenses its intellectual property

which is utilized by various semiconductor companies like

Toshiba who utilize those design blocks and incorporate

them into their individual custom products. Hino engines of

Toyota group are used by Ashok Leyland Trucks in India

[66]. Fiat engines are fit in most of the Maruti Suzuki diesel

cars and Tata Motors, in India [67]. The examples shown

here are manually done; however, in a smart environment,

the sourcing should be through artificial intelligence (AI)-

based match using EA method. The concept explained in

this paper is usable for production of medical equipment as

well. Quick process flow design for assembling support

equipment to treat COVID-19 can be achievable.

5.2 Usage of smart models

Once the modules are identified, the next step is to source

them or to fabricate them to fulfill the customer need.

Figure 31 illustrates a smart environment to achieve the

same. An IoT-based interface is shown as the input of

customer expectations which can be studied for viability

through interactive and concurrent communication. The

feedback loop and choice navigation help in perfecting the

synchronization between need and feasibility to deliver.

The cloud-based information storage of available modules

through licensing or collaboration can help in further

development through involvement of the design team. It

may be helpful right from the problem statement or deci-

sion of features to be offered while coming up with new

design. Even between different companies or within same

company which have widespread teams of expertise but

have scattered knowhow, this method could help access a

pool of information.

A EA-based qual module is explained here to address

the fitness of the identified modules. Open specifications by

licensing fee, protocols and rules for smart enabled fitness

matching of process modules need to be defined to enable

this. Qual module should be empowered to take decision in

weeding out unfit modules from the real-world supply

External complexities

Internal complexities
SupplierA In-house SupplierB

Fig. 30 Complexity reduction by separating internal and external modules
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chain. Real-world problems have to be mapped and vali-

dated while implementing the EA-based process flow

design in the virtual world. IP protection barrier and pro-

tection of technical knowhow from R&D investments, i.e.

IP, needs to be protected.

Our FF- and PSO-based techniques explained above

could be deployed here to perform the search. Additive

manufacture, outsourcing and final assembly step can help

to complete the manufacturing process.

Figure 32 explains the detailed steps involved in the

IoT-based customer interface module explained in Fig. 31.

The cloud-based date aggregation shown in Fig. 32 can be

fed into the cloud-based modularity information storage

shown in Fig. 31.

IoT based customer 
interface

(Reduce complexity of 
measuring MC 
requirements)

Choice navigation

(Offer feasible 
choices)

Interac�ve and 
Concurrent 

communication

Design Team

(CAD/CAE/DFM/DFMEA)

Qual module 

GA methods to 
match 

specifications

Additive 
manufacture/ 
Outsource/Assemble

Feedback loop

Cloud  based 
modularity 
information storage

Fig. 31 Cloud- and IoT-based smart mass customization

Fig. 32 Stages in the IoT cum Wifi customer interface
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6 Conclusion

In this paper, we studied and proposed the opportunities for

optimization of customer order decoupling point in smart

custom manufacturing. We identified the gap in existing

research and tried to find a direction towards closing the

missing link between the position of CODP and SMC,

through evolutionary algorithms. We tried to achieve this

objective using fruit fly and particle swarm-based evolu-

tionary techniques for modular sourcing of parts and sub

processes, in manufacturing process design. Through

MATLAB coding, we created a solution for reducing

complexity with increasing modularity which evolves into

finding an optimum CODP position. Figure 1 shows evo-

lution of CODP research and the directions it took in the

past four decades starting from its inception to the

emerging era of smart manufacturing. Figures 4, 5, 7, 8, 9,

10 and 11 show the different combinations of influencing

parameters and results of maximizing modularity, while

also optimizing CODP position using FF method. The FF-

based method is a simpler technique for sourcing modules

in one dimensional search space internally and externally.

The CODP optimization is achieved within about 1000

iterations based on the set parameters.

The PSO method is closer to real-world problems with

multi-dimensional, multi-attribute based search. The

results looked identical to FF algorithm; however, the

results got achieved within 40–70 iterations (Figs. 13, 14,

16, 17). The value of modularity can be maximized in PSO

algorithm, by using higher values of self-acceleration

coefficient, social acceleration coefficient, damping factor,

and defined variable ranges (VaMin and VaMax). It was

demonstrated in the sensitivity analysis that the global

(social) acceleration coefficient has a higher impact in

maximizing modularity compared to the other influencing

factors. This simulates the real-world scenario to achieve

increased smartness globally in manufacturing

The managerial interpretation of the achieved results is

as follows. The model shows that maturity of external

environment plays a vital role in sourcing modular portions

of manufacturing process flow in SMC. It shows real-world

scenario of external environment being able to influence

easier decision making in sourcing due to availability of

mature module suppliers in the solution space. The self-

acceleration coefficient has the next level in terms of

impact in maximizing modularity. Self-driven approach is

the basic direction setter which leads to initiation of a smart

module-based customization search but gets accelerated by

availability of better options globally.

In PSO, we explained a MATLAB code which simulates

and unbounded maximization for modularity which is

analogous to Moore’s law and further shows possibilities of

unified CODP for diverse product portfolio, while helping

it to evolve (Fig. 18). We also made use of the upper limit

in modularity maximization and CODP achievement

within it by setting specific complexity value to control the

results (Fig. 17).

We then modified the simulation using learning lag

functions in Sect. 4.3. A method to measure actual learning

was also shown in the same. This section represents

learning and maturity of any given technology overtime.

The learning lag using log(x)^2 did not slow down opti-

mization. It showed fast learning. Figures 20, 21 and 22

show that optimization completes within about 10 itera-

tions. Initial sensitivity analysis of learning showed that

planned learning z = sum(x) – log(x^2) doesn’t have sig-

nificant impact on lowering speed of learning. Also, actual

learning varied from 0.056 to 1.0032 didn’t have any sig-

nificant impact. This is also because VaMax, a, b, w, wdamp

have higher impact due to the global availability of faster

solutions by the search compared to the slower learning

process.

We then explored impact of Wright’s learning function

in the last two simulations which show the sensitivity in

learning when applied to PSO model. Figures 24, 25 and

26 illustrate the case where learning postpones modularity

maximization indefinitely with zero learning and no opti-

mization of CODP. Finally, in Figs. 27, 28 and 29, we

modified the values in Wright function through random

generation of p and q values which provided the optima

though with a learning lag that slowed down optimization.

The benefits of above models can be achieved through

full modularity sourced externally and internally as

explained in Figs. 30, 31 and 32. In Sect. 5, we suggested

few steps to reduce complexity of processes and process

through splitting of internal and external complexities into

modules. We illustrated splitting of the modules into

internal and external sources in Fig. 30, which could be

matched through a qual module in SMC environment using

IoT and cloud-based system, as shown in Fig. 31. In

Fig. 32, we show the customer involvement through WiFi

and IoT which can be fed into the cloud-based modularity

information storage of Fig. 31.

Comparability aspects need to be defined in the qual

module. Comparison needs to be performed to assess

similarity and fitness of available product and process

modules while finding matches in the module search.

Search from internet, collaborative consortia, collaborative

networks or verification with nearby suppliers with

licensing rules can enable the process. Modularity needs to

be achieved through exchange of information about

required and available module specifications in SMC. New

bill of materials can be scrutinized for outsourcing or in-

house breakthroughs using this concept.
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With emerging technology, higher computing capabili-

ties can be achieved which get imbibed into evolving

modules as explained in Moore’s law. This is demonstrated

by the high values of modularity which is shown as

achievable in our optimization results. Few examples are

LED Television manufacturing, where only the labeling

and packing are left in downstream processes as the

upstream processes are mostly matured and modularized.

Semiconductor manufacturing where part of the technol-

ogy or modules may be outsourced and combined with

one’s own product to create faster processing solutions and

new applications. Hence, the CODP shifts from left to right

as the process matures. However, new advancements trig-

ger addition of newer downstream steps in the process flow

to manufacture next generation of products. With this,

CODP moves back towards upstream. To conclude, a

flexible CODP is needed for higher agility and flexibility,

to enable evolution in smart custom manufacturing.

In this and next paragraphs, we discuss limitations and

directions for future research. Our paper provides a

framework for smart built supply chain of the future,

through recommended EA-based methods in manufactur-

ing process chain design. We achieved two objectives with

the FF- and PSO-based methods. Firstly, we provided

modularity maximization. Secondly, we optimized CODP

by minimizing complexity through the maximized modu-

larity. Less complexity doesn’t essentially mean lowered

MC, but lessened complexity may help in improving MC

and increasing customized variants. Smart enabled con-

cepts are illustrated stepwise in Sect. 5 which can help in

practical implementation of the modularity search thereby

to optimize CODP. We tried to explain and connect the gap

between EA and IoT model to connect manufacturer and

supplier for efficient knowledge exchange, but the techni-

cal and licensing modalities need to be addressed.

Shift of CODP towards right with increased standard-

ization can force custom requirements into a generic flow.

Hence, the chances of error (in customization) are high and

will be discovered only during final assembly or after final

assembly causing efficiency to drop. This needs to be

further investigated. The sensitivity of learning functions

studied and illustrated from Figs. 20, 21, 22, 24, 25, 26, 27,

28 and 29 needs to be to be related to real-world situations

to get good results in practice. Other learning functions and

scenarios using Nesterov’s accelerated gradient needs to be

studied. We recommend extending the EA techniques from

MATLAB to Python language for open sourcing to facil-

itate machine learning to Automate and expand into cre-

ating a real global SMC environment. This is because as

explained earlier, global acceleration coefficient can help

drive SMC faster.

Inventory implications of this result needs to be studied

in future research. A poorly selected modularity may leave

CODP at the leftmost point of the supply chain causing

huge variety of incoming inventory at raw material and wip

stage. It’s because there can be highest level of uncertainty

and lack of standardization due to the lack of knowledge

and poor clarity on fitness to use of the raw material and

wip inventory. On the contrary, if higher standardization is

not accepted in terms of customization options by the

consumer, it could lead to high unsold finished goods

inventory. MC involves limited solution space (by defini-

tion); hence, in a universal search space, the manufacturing

flow line can have CODP move towards an optimum

downstream position to achieve ideal goal. This could lead

production machines till downstream steps to get more

standardized. At the same time, efficient SMC would mean

efficient processes which could convert one product or base

part to other. The inventory-based supply should be more

on certain variant which has stable demand with options of

customizing it to the variants. So, inventory risk on variants

should ideally get reduced. This needs to be coded as a

SMC objective into this problem. Thus, an efficient MC

would mean a robust product towards right of CODP which

could then be customized to final step by just a single

process change. The methodology needs to be further

expanded for autonomous decision making while identi-

fying and selecting suitable modules as proposed by Ma

et al. [68]. This can support further evolution into Industry

5.0 applications.

Our investigation is based on absolute values of com-

plexity and modularity. In real-world situations, it may be a

challenging task to quantify these parameters into absolute

numbers. There is some interesting prior research available

on degree of customization. The methods shown in our

paper need to be linked to the same, in future studies. We

assume in our fitness function that complexity reduces with

increase in modularity. Thus, we subtract absolute value of

searched and selected modularity from complexity value to

shift the CODP to its optimum position. The fitness func-

tion can be suitably modified based on empirical research

for future studies. Also, the shift of CODP needs to be

researched from the perspective of horizontal and vertical

integration during merger and acquisitions.

Code availability MATLAB codes are provided in appendices in

Supplementary Information.
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